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Abstract
Previous evaluations of large language models (LLMs) focused on the perspective of various tasks or abilities.
In this paper, we propose to evaluate from a linguistic viewpoint and argue that morpheme, a potential linguistic
feature that captures both word-formation and lexical semantics, is another suitable component for evaluation that
remains largely unexplored. In light of this, we construct MorphEval, a morpheme-informed benchmark, including
three datasets following the bottom-up levels of characters, words, and sentences in Chinese, and then evaluate
representative LLMs with both zero- and few-shot settings under two metrics. From this perspective, we reveal
three aspects of issues LLMs nowadays encounter: dysfunctions in morphology and syntax, challenges with the
long-tailed distribution of semantics, and difficulties from cultural implications. In these scenarios, even a smaller
Chinese-targeted model may outperform ChatGPT, highlighting the actual challenges LLMs face and the necessity of
language-specific improvements when applied to non-English languages. This new approach could also help guide
model enhancements as well as get extended to other languages.
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1. Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) such as GPT-
4 (OpenAI, 2023) and LLaMA (Touvron et al.,
2023) have demonstrated remarkable performance
across a variety of NLP tasks, exceeding expecta-
tions in zero- and few-shot settings (Brown et al.,
2020a). With the continuous development of LLMs,
they have now been integrated into diverse real-
world challenges (Sadik et al., 2023; Peeters and
Bizer, 2023; Zhu et al., 2023). This growing reliance
on LLMs makes it critical to conduct evaluations
and explore the extent of their capabilities.

There are now two main approaches to evalu-
ating LLMs. The first focuses on specific tasks
and utilizes public data tailored for them, such as
GLUE (Wang et al., 2020) and SQuAD (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016). The second targets the challenging
human-level abilities of LLMs. It often involves hu-
man exam questions from various domains and
levels, such as MMLU (Hendrycks et al., 2020).

As one of the most widely used languages,
Chinese has witnessed a significant increase in
LLMs that exhibit impressive performance (Zeng
et al., 2022; Sun et al., 2023). Chinese bench-
marks primarily follow these two approaches as
well. CLUE (Xu et al., 2020) exemplifies tradi-
tional task-oriented evaluations, while datasets
such as AGIEval (Zhong et al., 2023) offer a human-
centered alternative assessment.

However, we contend that prior evaluations may
pose potential risks. Firstly, LLMs mistake in a task

*corresponding author
Our code and resources are available at https:

//github.com/COOLPKU/MorphEval.

could be caused by both a lack of task ability and
improper language comprehension, especially in
non-English languages (Zhang et al., 2024; Robin-
son et al., 2023; Bang et al., 2023; Jiao et al., 2023).
Second, previous assessments heavily rely on data
from human interactions, which tend to be domi-
nated by more common words (Zipf, 1949). This
can lead to biased and incomplete judgments, as it
neglects the less frequent aspects of language.

Task Translate the sentence into English.
Ex.1 这个天气干打雷。

Pred. The weather is dry and thundering. (✗)
GT The weather is just thundering. (✓)
Ex.2 这个天气干打雷，不下雨。

Pred. The weather is so dry and thundering, but
it’s not raining. (✗)

GT The weather is just thundering, but it’s not
raining. (✓)

Ex.3 别干着急了。

Pred. Don’t be in a hurry. (✔✗ )
GT Don’t be in a hurry in vain. (✓)

Table 1: An example where ChatGPT answers in-
correctly in the machine translation task.

As an illustration, consider the Chinese character
"干" (futile) in the machine translation task shown in
Table 1. Despite specific context, such as "不下雨"
(it’s not raining), ChatGPT1(Brown et al., 2020b) still

1In this study, the employed ChatGPT models are
ChatGPT-3.5-turbo-0613, referred to as ChatGPT.

https://github.com/COOLPKU/MorphEval
https://github.com/COOLPKU/MorphEval
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Example Linguistic Unit Target Text Model Prediction

Ex.2

Sentence 这个天气干打雷 The weather is dry and thundering. ✗

Word
这个 This. ✓

天气 The weather. ✓

干打雷 Dry and thundering. ✗

Character
干 Very; Extremely ✗

打雷 Thundering. ✓

Ex.3

Sentence 别干着急了 Don’t be in a hurry ✔✗

Word
别 Don’t; stop. ✓

干着急 Anxious; in a hurry. ✔✗

Character
干 Do something; engage in something. ✗

着急 Anxious; worried. ✓

Table 2: Exploration of the causes of ChatGPT’s erroneous translations. The queried prompt is "请解
释{context}中{target text}的意思，并把{target text}翻译成英文。" (Please explain the meaning of {target
text} in the context of {context}, and translate {target text} into English.)

Ex.2

Para. 1 Translate the following sentence into English: 这个天气只打雷。
Pred. The weather is only thundering. (✓)

Para. 2 Given that in the phrase "干打雷", the character "干" means "futile".
Translate the following sentence into English: 这个天气干打雷。

Pred. This weather is thundering in vain. (✓)

Ex.3

Para. 1 Translate the following sentence into English: 别徒劳地着急了。
Pred. Don’t worry in vain. (✓)

Para. 2 Given that in the phrase "干着急", the character "干" means "futile".
Translate the following sentence into English: 别干着急了。

Pred. Don’t be in vain hurry. (✓)

Table 3: Verification of the causes of ChatGPT’s erroneous translations.

erroneously translates "这个天气干打雷" to "the
weather is so dry and thundering". This demon-
strates that while contextual cues may assist the
model in some instances, its susceptibility to er-
rors due to insufficient language comprehension
persists, thereby affecting task performance. Fur-
thermore, in Ex. 3, the model translates "别干着
急了" (don’t be in a hurry in vain) as "don’t be in
a hurry," which could be considered correct in a
machine translation task. However, a closer exami-
nation reveals that it captures only a portion of the
intended meaning without conveying "in vain". This
highlights the limitations of relying solely on overall
indicators and upper-level language units to detect
such errors. Given the increasing use of LLMs in
real-world applications, it is crucial to identify these
issues in order to further stabilize and optimize their
performance.

To elucidate the origins of such errors, we
prompt the model to generate definitions for target
texts within contexts. This exploration follows the

coarse-to-fine linguistic levels of "sentence-word-
character". The results in Table 2 show that the
model gives wrong explanations for the word "干打
雷" and character "干" in Ex. 2, along with a similar
issue in Ex. 3. Therefore, it could be concluded that
the model’s lack of understanding of these words
and characters led to the incorrect translation of
these sentences. The verification in Table 3 fur-
ther substantiates this conclusion, as the model
could translate correctly, provided the character is
paraphrased or explained.

To address these risks, we advance LLM evalua-
tion from a linguistic perspective and introduce mor-
phemes as the basis. Similar to or slightly different
from that in languages such as English, a Chinese
morpheme is the smallest semantic and sound-
bearing component (Zhu, 1982), representing differ-
ent usages and meanings of characters (Lv, 1979).
Table 4 shows different morphemes of character
"干", as well as their usages in word-formation
and sentence-making. The causes of wrong trans-
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Char Morpheme PoS Morpheme Sense Word Sentence

干

干1
动 做事情 干活 他一整天都在认真干活

v. doing something working He has been working hard all day.

干2
副 无效；徒劳 干着急 别干着急了。

adv. in vain worry in vain Don’t worry in vain.

干3
名 古代指盾牌 干戈 这个国家已经有几十年没有经历过干戈的洗礼了。

n. shield symbol of war This country has not experienced war for decades.

Table 4: Different morphemes, word-formation, and sentence-making for the character "干".

lations we observed on "干" are actually due to
the same morpheme "干2", which proves the suffi-
ciency of a morpheme-based evaluation.

In general, this new approach could benefit the
evaluation in light of the following considerations:
First, a morpheme-informed assessment can de-
compose language into its most basic components,
allowing for the identification of the fundamental rea-
sons underlining LLMs’ linguistic misconceptions.
Second, morphemes could effectively represent se-
mantics (Zhang, 1997; Luo, 2013), as 14,291 mor-
phemes, corresponding to 3,500 frequently-used
characters, could cover 99.48% of a large-scale cor-
pus from various regions (Fu, 1988). This ensures
a high level of coverage over lexical semantics.

To meet this demand, we construct MorphEval,
a Chinese Morpheme-informed Evaluation bench-
mark2. We collect data from a dictionary-based re-
source (Liu et al., 2018), emerging a well-designed
and balanced distribution of semantics. Following
the levels of characters, words, and sentences in
the Chinese language, we build MorphEval into
three datasets. We then evaluate typical English-
and Chinese-targeted LLMs by testing the composi-
tion of language units through morphemes. This re-
search could provide analyses and suggestions on
morpheme usages with different parts-of-speech
(PoS), long-tailed distribution of semantics, and
cultural implications.

To sum up, our main contributions are as follows:
(1) We incorporate a linguistic perspective into

LLMs evaluation and develop MorphEval, a large-
scale Chinese morpheme-informed benchmark.
This allows a bottom-up assessment that uncovers
LLMs’ potential defects.

(2) Our evaluation reveals three weaknesses
neglected by previous work: dysfunctions in mor-
phology and syntax, challenges with the long-
tailed distribution of semantics, and difficulties from
cultural implications. It also illustrates the need
for language-specific improvements, as a smaller
Chinese-targeted model, Alpaca-13B, for example,
could even surpass ChatGPT in these scenarios.

2A carefully paraphrased version of MorphEval will be
released subsequently.

Notably, this morpheme-informed evaluation ap-
proach can also apply to other languages, such
as English, where morphemes contribute to word-
formation and word meanings as well, similar to
those in Chinese.

2. Related Work

2.1. Evaluations for LLMs
With the growing reliance on LLMs, a host of

evaluations have emerged. Some benchmarks are
designed towards advanced capabilities that only
arise with increased model scales, such as rea-
soning (Cobbe et al., 2021), hard math problem-
solving (Hendrycks et al., 2021), and coding (Chen
et al., 2021), etc. Some other benchmarks ag-
gregate a wide range of NLP tasks for exhaus-
tive evaluation, including MMLU (Hendrycks et al.,
2020), BIG-bench (Srivastava et al., 2022), and
HELM (Liang et al., 2022).

For Chinese-targeted benchmarks, CLUE (Xu
et al., 2020), the Chinese counterpart of GLUE,
is widely used. AGIEval (Zhong et al., 2023), C-
Eval (Huang et al., 2023) and CMMLU (Li et al.,
2023a) evaluate models on human exams across
diverse domains. Super-CLUE (Xu et al., 2023) in-
corporates evaluations of Chinese characters and
cultural backgrounds, yet the datasets for these
aspects remain relatively small and have not been
made public yet. ZhuJiu (Zhang et al., 2023), fol-
lowing Super-CLUE, also includes evaluations for
Chinese-specific abilities but are mainly on the level
of words or higher. ACLUE (Zhang and Li, 2023)
and TMMLU (Hsu et al., 2023), on the other hand,
target evaluations for ancient or traditional Chinese.

2.2. Chinese Morpheme-Related
Resources

Due to the powerful productivity of Chinese mor-
phemes in word-formation (as well as sentence-
making), research on morphemes-related re-
sources has a long-standing history.

Yuan and Huang (1998) introduced a morpheme
knowledge base by manually describing 17,470
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morphemes. However, as the morphemes were
listed independently, the resource could not be
used for computational purposes.

Ji and Feng (2015) introduced a "morpheme
and sense database with categories" by extracting
2,268 single-character morphemes from the Con-
temporary Chinese Dictionary (CCD) published by
the Commercial Press, one of the most influen-
tial Chinese dictionaries, and annotated each mor-
pheme with its sense category. However, the data
are imbalanced and relatively small in size, making
it challenging to meet computational requirements.

Liu et al. (2018); Lin and Liu (2019) proposed
the Chinese Object-Oriented Lexicon (COOL) by
extracting 20,855 single-character morphemes
with PoS and inter-morpheme relations from CCD.
COOL covers not only frequently used characters
and their morphemes but also those rarely used,
allowing for a reflection of historical and cultural
implications. Based on it, Zheng et al. (2021) devel-
oped a word-formation dataset, FiCLS, for Chinese
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) and provided
a well-performing model.

With the accumulation of these COOL-related
resources, in this paper, we can then propose a
morpheme-informed evaluation for LLMs.

3. The MorphEval Benchmark

In this section, we construct MorphEval by de-
liberately leveraging morpheme information from
COOL-related resources. Following the levels of
characters, words, and sentences, MorphEval is
built into three datasets.

3.1. Construction of MorphEval

3.1.1. Dataset I - Character to Morpheme

Dataset I describes the connection between char-
acters and morphemes.

Each entry in this dataset is a character-
morpheme pair (c, m). For positive samples, we
reuse the character-morpheme pairs described in
COOL, namely (c, mpos). For negative examples,
we leverage Morphemic Concepts (MCs), the hi-
erarchical synonymous morphemic sets (Liu et al.,
2018) in COOL. These MCs represent distinct se-
mantics and can thus help filter out negative ones.
Given a positive pair (c, mpos), a negative pair (c,
mneg) hereby ensures the morpheme mneg shares
the same high-level MC with mpos but belongs to a
different lower-level one than any morphemes of c.

The dataset contains 37,013 entries, with 20,855
positive samples and 16,158 negative ones, total-
ing 8,514 characters and 20,855 morphemes.

3.1.2. Dataset II - Word to Morpheme

Dataset II describes the connection between
words and morphemes.

Each entry in this dataset is a word-morpheme
pair (w, m), where the character c is used as mor-
pheme m in word w. Note that w in the pair is
monosemous, as different senses of polysemous
words may result in different morpheme composi-
tions. Thus, polysemous words cannot be disam-
biguated with their sole presence. To achieve a
fair evaluation free of the impact of morpheme’s
productivity in word-formation, each morpheme will
have only one paired word retained at random.

The dataset contains 13,276 entries, totaling
12,356 words and 13,276 morphemes, covering
63.66% of morphemes in Dataset I. Notably, this
coverage is less than 100% due to that some of
the Chinese free morphemes can only be used
independently, such as "啊 (ah)".

3.1.3. Dataset III - Sentence to Morpheme

Dataset III describes the connection between
sentences and morphemes.

Each entry in this dataset is a sentence-
morpheme pair (s, m), where the character c is
used as morpheme m in sentence s. The sen-
tences are extracted from FiCLS (Zheng et al.,
2021), which is also a reconstruction and expan-
sion of COOL. To align with the above datasets,
only sentences targeting COOL’s morphemes are
kept. Similar to Dataset II, each morpheme will
have only one paired sentence retained.

The dataset contains 10,638 entries, totaling
10,638 sentences and 10,638 morphemes.

3.2. Analysis of Coverage

Dataset Morpheme Character

CCD ZDic CCD ZDic PD.

I 100.0 83.57 100.0 99.69 99.99
II 63.66 61.55 64.82 75.41 99.62
III 51.01 48.52 31.78 38.36 93.97

Table 5: Coverage rates(%) of MorphEval over dif-
ferent resources. PD. is short for People’s Daily.

To assess the coverage of MorphEval over the
Chinese language, besides CCD, we introduce the
dictionary of ZDic3 (an online Chinese dictionary),
and the corpora of People’s Daily4 from 2018 to
2020 as external resources for comparison. The

3https://www.zdic.net/
4http://paper.people.com.cn/

https://www.zdic.net/
http://paper.people.com.cn/
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corpora, with 105 million characters, covers vari-
ous genres and themes in standard language, mak-
ing it a critical and frequently used resource by
researchers. Table 5 shows the results.

In general, MorphEval exhibits satisfying cov-
erage over the additional resources. Due to the
different scopes of usage and principles of con-
struction, the relatively low coverage over ZDic is
understandable. However, MorphEval’s coverage
on the corpora of People’s Daily is sufficiently high,
which demonstrates its usefulness for evaluation.

4. Evaluation Setup

4.1. LLMs for Evaluation
We select typical and widely used English- and

Chinese-targeted LLMs for evaluation:
GPT series of models. They represent the top

performance of LLMs and are the most widely used
multilingual models. ChatGPT-3.5-turbo-0613 will
be evaluated through the API;

LLaMA series of models. They have become
one of the most extensively used LLMs in non-
English languages with significant adaptability. The
original LLaMA models (Touvron et al., 2023) will
be evaluated through offline models, along with its
two Chinese variants, Chinese-Alpaca(Cui et al.,
2023) and Linly-ChatFlow(Li et al., 2023b), which
are enhanced for Chinese in different ways.

4.2. Settings

4.2.1. Implementation Setup

To ensure a fair evaluation, all models are set
to share the same set of parameters. We employ
a temperature of 0 for greedy search generation,
put the frequency penalty and top-k to 0, top-p to 1.
We adjust their settings as closely as possible for
models like Alpaca, which cannot precisely match
the parameters above.

Zero-shot setting. In a zero-shot setting, mod-
els are evaluated on questions without prior exam-
ples of the specific task, which tests their innate
ability to perceive and solve problems.

Few-shot setting. In a few-shot setting, models
are provided with a few task-specific examples be-
fore being tested on new samples. For Dataset I,
we extract two samples from ZDic. For Datasets
II and III, we randomly select two samples with
medium-sized candidate morphemes from the data
not included in MorphEval.

4.2.2. Evaluation Prompts

On Dataset I, models are presented with a char-
acter and a morpheme sense, and then asked to
determine whether they constitute a positive pair.

On Datasets II and III, models are given a context, a
target character, and multiple candidate morpheme
senses. They are required to distinguish the most
suitable morpheme. Figure 1 provides examples
of prompts for the three datasets, respectively. All
prompts in both zero- and few-shot settings are
shown in Appendix A.

你现在是中⽂字义专家，判断“⼲”在汉语中是否有“做事情”的释义，请回答是或否。
You are now an expert in Chinese character semantics, tell if “⼲” has the meaning of “doing 
things” in Chinese, please answer Yes or No.
答案：是 Answer: Yes

你现在是中⽂字义消歧专家，请你从候选释义中选择⽬标字在上下⽂中的释义。

You are now an expert in Chinese character sense disambiguation, choose from candidate
senses the meaning of target character in context.

⽬标字：⼲  Target character: ⼲
上下⽂：他⼀整天都在认真⼲活 Context: He has been working hard all day.

候选释义：  Candidate senses:

A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳 B. in vain
... ...
答案：A                         Answer:  A

你现在是中⽂字义消歧专家，请你从候选释义中选择字“⼲”在词“⼲着急”中的释义。
You are now an expert in Chinese character sense disambiguation, choose from candidate
senses the meaning of character “⼲” in word “⼲着急”.

候选释义： Candidate senses:

A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳 B. in vain
... ...
答案：B                         Answer:  B

Figure 1: Examples of prompts for Datasets I, II
and III in zero-shot setting.

Considering the sensitivity of LLMs to prompts,
each sample will be subjected to three carefully
designed prompts so as to demonstrate model per-
formances properly. To further validate the effec-
tiveness of these prompts, we instruct ChatGPT
to generate ten additional prompts with varying ex-
pressions and lengths. They are then tested with
1,000 random samples each dataset in a zero-shot
setting. Results suggest that our original prompts
better stimulate the capabilities of all models except
for Alpaca-13B, with all score differences less than
5 points. Table 6 provides a subset of results.

Model ori_Avg. - new_Avg.
ChatGPT 2.04
LLaMA-13B 3.07
Alpaca-13B -0.49
Linly-13B 1.10

Table 6: Results for validating prompts. ori_Avg.
is the average score on original prompts, and
new_Avg. is that on newly generated 10 prompts.

4.2.3. Evaluation Details

Post-processing. We adopt specific strategies
to automatically extract one or more standard an-
swers, which are optimized based on different fea-
tures of generated text.
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Model

Zero-shot setting Few-shot setting
Dataset I Dataset II Dataset III

Avg.
Dataset I Dataset II Dataset III

Avg.
exact exact fuzzy exact fuzzy exact exact fuzzy exact fuzzy

Random 50.00 32.47 32.47 20.88 20.88 31.34 50.00 32.47 32.47 20.88 20.88 31.34
ChatGPT 64.31 61.06 61.41 43.31 46.10 55.24 64.54 51.50 56.72 43.03 48.48 52.85
LLaMA-7B / 20.88 34.61 22.32 36.39 28.55 52.89 24.65 25.66 19.55 21.44 28.84
LLaMA-13B / 24.13 26.01 23.22 36.71 27.52 56.33 37.67 39.56 21.95 22.25 35.55
LLaMA-30B / 32.85 35.67 28.87 31.56 32.24 57.11 43.90 44.03 26.45 27.17 39.73
LLaMA-65B / 34.10 39.17 32.75 38.91 36.23 59.06 47.55 47.73 36.38 36.84 45.51
Alpaca-7B 57.23 44.49 46.10 31.86 40.70 44.08 56.73 16.84 24.73 24.67 46.02 33.80
Alpaca-13B 64.27 50.15 50.36 37.38 38.41 48.13 65.34 16.17 16.61 21.61 22.30 28.41
Linly-7B 64.75 45.57 45.81 36.35 36.42 45.78 60.13 41.71 41.82 28.76 28.76 40.24
Linly-13B 69.12 47.28 47.50 36.64 36.67 47.44 48.85 45.99 46.11 30.23 30.31 40.30
Full Avg.∆ / 7.59↑ 10.49↑ 11.64↑ 17.11↑ 9.24↑ 7.89↑ 3.75↑ 5.64↑ 7.19↑ 10.63↑ 7.02↑

Table 7: Performance of LLMs on MorphEval. Random is the random baseline. Full Avg.∆ represents the
average score changes over Random.

Evaluation metrics. MorphEval is constructed
from dictionary-based resources. Thus, it tends
to have finer-grained sense granularity that is not
always necessary for computation. Also, there is
no consensus on how morpheme senses should be
divided for characters. With these considerations,
we will set up two metrics for evaluation: (1) Exact
Matching. requires model output to be completely
consistent with the label. When applied to Datasets
II and III, it eliminates multiple generated options,
leaving only the first option for metric calculation;
(2) Fuzzy Matching. allows a generated result to
be seen as correct if it includes the golden answer,
regardless of other choices. This metric is tailor-
made for Datasets II and III, as Dataset I only has
definite true/false responses.

5. Evaluation Results and Analysis

5.1. Results
Table 7 reports the general evaluation results.

As LLaMA models have not undergone instruction
tuning and cannot provide acceptable responses
in a zero-shot setting on Dataset I, there are no
experimental results for them in this part.

5.1.1. Comparison among models

In general, only ChatGPT achieves an average
accuracy of over 50%, highlighting the challenges
presented by MorphEval. Alpaca-13B excels as
the second-best model in zero-shot setting, beat-
ing the larger LLaMA-65B with a substantial lead.
Nevertheless, LLaMA-65B exhibits better flexibility
to few-shot samples.

Chinese-targeted models show significantly su-
perior performance than their English-targeted pre-

decessors, LLaMA, with the same or even fewer
parameters. Notably, Linly-7B and -13B outshine
ChatGPT on Dataset I in a zero-shot setting, with
Alpaca-13B outperforming it on the same dataset
in a few-shot setting. These findings suggest poten-
tial benefits of using Chinese-targeted models in
Chinese scenarios, even with smaller parameters.

We further compare the Alpaca and Linly se-
ries, which share the same LLaMA predecessor but
are adapted to Chinese differently. Results show
that Alpaca-13B outperforms Linly-13B in a zero-
shot setting. In general, both models are adversely
affected in a few-shot setting, with Linly showing
greater adaptability.

5.1.2. Comparison between zero- and
few-shot settings

With few-shot examples, LLaMA models improve
by 6.27 points, while ChatGPT, Alpaca, and Linly
drop by 9.01 on average. This disparity could stem
from the fact that, according to Zhang et al. (2022),
the impact of in-context learning relies heavily on
few-shot examples. Examples suitable for one
model may not fit another.

Specifically, Dataset I deviates from Datasets II
and III as its task is unfamiliar to LLMs. In zero-shot
settings, models, especially LLaMA for example,
either fail to provide plausible responses or repeat-
edly produce identical answers, irrespective of pos-
itive or negative samples. However, with a few-shot
setting, models can now deliver sensible answers
despite the possible decline in indicators, thereby
genuinely reflecting their inherent capabilities.

5.1.3. Comparison among language units

Model performances across datasets exhibit the
following tendencies. First, although Dataset I is
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evaluated with a binary classification task, with
fewer candidates than Datasets II and III, model
performances on it are only around 60%. Second,
models’ average score changes (Full Avg.∆) im-
prove gradually from Dataset I to Dataset III in both
zero- and few-shot settings.

This implies that the richness of contextual infor-
mation has impact on model performances.

5.2. Analysis
To obtain a more in-depth analysis, we randomly

selected 100 prediction errors of ChatGPT from
each dataset. It is observed that approximately
30% of cases are associated with functional mor-
phemes such as prepositions and conjunctions,
17% with long-tailed distribution of semantics, and
16% with cultural implications. The rest are related
to special cases, such as abbreviations, scientific
terms, etc. Sequentially, we then focus on these
three aspects in analysis: morpheme usages with
different PoS, long-tailed distribution of semantics,
as well as cultural implications.

As discussed in section 5.1.2, to ensure informa-
tive and undisturbed analysis, we consider results
with exact matching in few-shot settings for Dataset
I and zero-shot settings for Datasets II and III.

5.2.1. Morpheme usages with different PoS

In MorphEval, each morpheme has obtained its
PoS from COOL. Table 8 shows its distribution
across PoS. In addition to a plethora of content

Dataset N. V. Adj. Adv. Func.

I 46.90 30.34 11.23 2.75 8.78
II 38.17 37.90 14.12 3.45 6.37
III 30.17 42.95 14.68 4.65 7.54

Table 8: Distributions of MorphEval across PoS (%).
"Func." is short for functional morphemes.

morphemes (nouns, verbs, and adjectives), Mor-
phEval comprises 2.75% adverbial and 8.78% func-
tional morphemes (prepositions, conjunctions, pro-
nouns, etc., connecting semantics within words
or sentences). Though less discussed, functional
morphemes are pivotal for accurate language per-
ception, as evidenced in Table 9. In this case,
functional morphemes with identical characters but
differing senses can significantly alter sentence in-
terpretations. To enhance clarity, we provide extra
contextual information. However, even in isolation,
"与" can convey multiple senses and affect the over-
all sentence meaning.

In subsequent analysis, we concentrate on
English- and Chinese-targeted top-performing mod-
els, namely ChatGPT and Alpaca-13B. We also

Char-
acter

Morph
Sense

PoS Sentence

与 跟；向 介 我与他讲了个故事。（他很
喜欢听。）

to targeting prep. I told a story to him. (He loved
the story.)

与 和 连 我与他讲了个故事。（大家
都被我们吸引了。）

with together
with

conj. I told a story with him. (People
were attracted by us.)

Table 9: Examples of functional morphemes with
the same character changing sentence meaning.

Model Data Avg. N. V. Adj. Adv. Func.

Rand Avg. 34.44 36.50 34.51 35.05 31.54 34.60

Chat-
GPT

I 75.61 73.07 80.36 78.86 73.17 65.84
II 61.06 64.50 61.95 58.48 52.91 45.27
III 43.31 45.30 46.01 45.87 29.23 23.82

Avg. 59.99 60.94 62.77 61.07 51.77 44.98
∆ ↑ 25.55 24.44 28.26 26.02 20.23 10.38

LLaMA-
13B

I 56.33 60.53 51.25 53.19 51.13 61.24
II 24.13 25.24 24.08 22.91 21.54 21.91
III 23.22 24.24 23.88 25.03 14.68 17.22

Avg. 34.56 36.67 33.07 33.71 29.12 33.46
∆ ↑ 0.12 0.16 1.44↓ 1.34↓ 2.42↓ 1.14↓

Alpaca-
13B

I 65.34 60.68 72.30 70.01 66.08 54.61
II 50.15 53.65 48.25 47.51 46.72 48.19
III 37.38 37.65 39.15 36.90 33.94 29.34

Avg. 50.96 50.66 53.23 51.47 48.91 44.05
∆ ↑ 16.52 14.16 18.72 16.42 17.37 9.45

Table 10: Overall results of ChatGPT, LLaMA-13B
and Alpaca-13B with PoS breakdown. Rand repre-
sents the random baseline. ∆ ↑ is model’s average
score improvement over Rand.

include LLaMA-13B, the predecessor model for
Alpaca-13B. Table 10 provides models’ overall per-
formances across different PoS.

To compare models, Alpaca-13B outperforms
LLaMA-13B on all PoS, proving the potency of
language-specific enhancements. However, Al-
paca’s least progress over LLaMA is made with
functional morphemes, suggesting them to be a
demanding aspect of model enhancements.

When comparing morphemes with different PoS,
ChatGPT and Alpaca generally obtain lowest abso-
lute scores on functional morphemes, while lowest
relative improvements (∆ ↑) are on nominal, ad-
verbial and functional morphemes. To explore the
underlying causes, we further analyze the accuracy
of PoS between the predicted morpheme and the
labeled morpheme, namely, the average accuracy
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of PoS in prediction (PoS_Acc). Results are pro-
vided in Table 11. Although morpheme senses are
not explicitly identified with PoS in the benchmark,
they may implicitly possess definition patterns un-
der certain PoS, which LLMs could capture.

Model N. V. Adj. Adv. Func.

#Cand. 3.64 3.94 2.51 1.90 2.38
#Full_Cand. 5.78 6.36 5.90 6.93 6.82

Random 72.55 67.23 51.39 33.63 46.65

ChatGPT 82.24 82.15 70.72 49.34 50.15
LLaMA-13B 65.23 61.69 47.79 25.98 36.69
Alpaca-13B 76.22 75.69 61.90 51.92 55.29

Avg. 74.56 73.18 60.14 42.41 47.38
Avg.∆ ↑ 2.01 5.95 8.75 8.78 0.73

Table 11: Average accuracy of PoS in prediction
(PoS_Acc). Within the same character, #Cand. is
the average number of options on the same PoS,
while #Full_Cand. is that of all options.

For nominal morphemes, models obtain low rel-
ative overall improvements, while high PoS_Acc in
Table 11. The high PoS_Acc is due to the greater
ratio of noun options in candidates, as shown by
#Cand. and #Full_Cand.. The low relative improve-
ments of overall results as well as PoS_Acc, on
the other hand, could be due to their commonly
extended usage in Chinese. For example, charac-
ter "草" has its basic nominal morpheme with the
sense of "grass", which is then extended to another
nominal morpheme with the sense of "countryside
or folk", as well as an adjective morpheme with the
sense of "sloppy".

For adverbial morphemes, models’ low relative
improvements of overall results are due to charac-
ters for adverbial morphemes usually having more
other morpheme senses, as shown in Table 11.

For functional morphemes, models exhibit low
absolute scores and relative improvements in over-
all results and PoS_Acc, with the ratio of functional
options in candidates being relatively low. This indi-
cates confusion not only with morphemes in other
PoS but also among the functional type, revealing
models’ dysfunction with them. For instance, the
character "当" in "当众 (in public)" is misinterpreted
by ChatGPT from a prepositional sense of "in front
of" to a verbal sense of "serve as". On the other
hand, the character "缘" in "路缘溪而建。 (The
road was built along stream.)" is misconstrued from
a prepositional sense of "along" to another preposi-
tional sense of "due to". Such misinterpretations of
functional morphemes can lead to misunderstand-
ings of entire words or sentences, emphasizing
the need for greater attention to morphology and
syntax in future model enhancements.

5.2.2. Long-tailed distribution of semantics

MorphEval, in addition to its extensive coverage
of the People’s Daily, contains 1,847 characters
missing from the corpora. Furthermore, over half
of the MorphEval characters appear less than 100
times in the corpora. Thus, the benchmark has the
capacity for characters from the long tail, along with
their semantics. We extract this long tail, namely
the characters not found in the corpora, and show
the evaluation results in Table 12.

Model I II III Avg.

Random 50.00 70.42 40.00 53.47

ChatGPT 56.93 78.35 66.67 67.32
LLaMA-7B 42.76 19.34 42.70 34.93
LLaMA-13B 60.64 26.55 41.20 42.80
LLaMA-30B 60.93 33.48 48.31 47.57
LLaMA-65B 60.46 44.23 58.80 54.50

Alpaca-7B 64.82 70.37 62.17 65.79
Alpaca-13B 57.42 75.69 62.92 65.34
Linly-7B 42.07 77.99 56.93 59.00
Linly-13B 39.39 80.23 65.17 61.60

LT Avg.∆ 3.94↑ 14.17↓ 16.10↑ 1.96↑
Full Avg.∆ 7.89↑ 7.59↑ 11.64↑ 9.04↑

Table 12: Performance of LLMs on long-tailed mor-
phemes. LT Avg.∆ is the average score changes on
long-tailed morphemes. Full Avg.∆ is their changes
on the entire dataset.

The average score improvement on morphemes
from the long tail (LT Avg.∆) is only 1.96 points, with
even a 14.17-point drop on Dataset II, which is sig-
nificantly lower than the whole dataset’s 9.04-point
increase (Full Avg.∆). This reveals the difficulties
LLMs face when dealing with this long tail.

To compare models, Alpaca and Linly-13B sur-
pass ChatGPT on Datasets I and II, respectively,
proving the lead of smaller Chinese-targeted mod-
els.

Char 搦

Word
搦战
Lure the enemy into war.

Sent
华雄引铁骑下关，来寨前大骂搦战。
Xiong Hua, leading cavalry to the pass, lur-
ing them to war outside their camp.

Cand A.持；握；拿着。 A. Hold; grip.
B.挑；惹。 B. Provoke; lure.

Label B

Table 13: A long-tailed morpheme ChatGPT fails
to predict within a word but succeeds within a sen-
tence.
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When comparing language units, a gradual im-
provement from Dataset II to III is observed. For
example, Table 13 shows how ChatGPT fails to
choose the correct morpheme sense "Provoke;
lure" within a word but succeeds within the same
word in a sentence. This suggests that LLMs can
deduce a correct answer from a more lengthy con-
text, offering a possible solution for their poor per-
formance on words from the long tail.

5.2.3. Cultural implications

MorphEval, constructed from dictionary-based
resources, also contains many morphemes with
cultural implications, as exemplified in Table 14.
These morpheme senses are common in Chinese
yet need some cultural background to understand.

Character Morpheme Sense
上 旧时指皇帝。
up The emperor in ancient China.
草 旧指山野、民间。
grass The countryside or the folk.

Table 14: Morpheme senses with cultural implica-
tions.

A total of 500 morphemes with cultural impli-
cations are manually selected and evaluated, as
shown in Table 15.

Model I II III Avg.

Random 50.00 16.03 20.88 28.97

ChatGPT 65.05 54.83 29.71 49.86
LLaMA-7B 55.24 16.59 18.73 30.18
LLaMA-13B 54.84 17.39 15.00 29.08
LLaMA-30B 55.05 20.85 22.55 32.82
LLaMA-65B 57.22 24.88 24.41 35.50

Alpaca-7B 56.89 30.19 19.61 35.56
Alpaca-13B 59.33 43.00 31.86 44.73
Linly-7B 51.47 30.03 30.49 37.33
Linly-13B 45.90 33.82 23.82 34.51

CI Avg.∆ 5.67↑ 14.15↑ 9.75↑ 9.76↑
Full Avg.∆ 7.89↑ 7.59↑ 11.64↑ 9.04↑

Table 15: Performance of LLMs with cultural impli-
cations. CI Avg.∆ is the average score changes
on cultural implications, while Full Avg.∆ is that on
the entire dataset.

When comparing language units, in Datasets I
and III, score improvements on culture-implicated
morphemes (CI Avg.∆) are less than that on full
datasets (Full Avg.∆), indicating challenges to
LLMs. Models score higher on Dataset II is due to
that these culture-implicated words are common in
Chinese, which LLMs may have met with a lot.

However, as cultural implications are often more
flexibly used in sentences, performance gaps be-
tween Dataset II and III (in ChatGPT, Alpaca and
Linly-13B) reveal that LLMs could be misled and
show a noticeable drop in performance. As an il-
lustration, for character "点", ChatGPT makes the
correct choice of morpheme sense "dim sum" in
the common word "糕点 (pastry)". When tested
within the sentence of "这本书包含了一些细微洞
察，是文学的柠檬糕点 (This book contains some
subtle insights and is a lemon pastry of literature.)",
the model would be misled to the wrong morpheme
sense of "slight spot".

On the other hand, the performance gaps in
Alpaca and Linly are smaller than that in Chat-
GPT. This suggests that language-specific en-
hancements could help improve models’ adaption
to more flexibly used cultural implications.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we advance LLM evaluation from
a linguistic perspective and introduce morphemes
as the basis. We construct MorphEval, a Chinese
morpheme-informed benchmark, including three
datasets following the levels of characters, words,
and sentences, respectively. We evaluate represen-
tative LLMs and reveal three under-emphasized yet
critical LLMs’ weaknesses, highlighting the need
for language-specific improvements:

Dysfunctions in morphology and syntax.
Analysis of morpheme usages with different PoS re-
veals that LLMs have dysfunctions in understanding
functional morphemes, which could result in mis-
understandings of the entire words or sentences.
Despite Chinese-targeted models showing better
performance, it is suggested to be a demanding
aspect of model enhancements.

Challenges with the long-tailed distribution of
semantics. Analysis of long-tailed distribution un-
covers a noticeable drop in LLM performance when
handling less common semantics, where smaller
Chinese-targeted models even outperform Chat-
GPT. It’s suggested that a language-specific model
enhancement or a more lengthy context could help
improve the semantic generalization of LLMs.

Difficulties from cultural implications. Analy-
sis of cultural implications shows that LLMs could
understand them within the common words but
would be misled by more flexibly used of them in
sentences. It’s suggested that language-specific
model enhancements, as well as human-centered
knowledge bases, could help shorten this gap.

In future work, we will enlarge the benchmark
and broaden it to multi-character morphemes. The
benchmark-guided enhancements, as well as ex-
tensions to other languages, are also under con-
sideration.
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A. Prompts for Evaluation

你现在是中⽂字义专家，判断“⼲”在汉语中是否有“做事情”的释义，请回答是或否。
You are now an expert in Chinese character semantics, tell if “⼲” has the meaning of “doing 
things” in Chinese, please answer Yes or No.
答案：是 Answer: Yes

你现在是中⽂字义专家，判断汉语中字“⼲” 是否有“做事情”的释义，请回答是或否。
You are now an expert in Chinese character semantics, tell if character “⼲” in Chinese has 
the meaning of “doing things”, please answer Yes or No.
答案：是 Answer: Yes

判断汉语中 “⼲” 是否有“做事情”的释义，请回答是或否。
Tell if character “⼲” in Chinese has the meaning of “doing things”, please answer Yes or No.
答案：是 Answer: Yes

Figure 2: Prompts for Datasets I in the zero-shot
setting.

你现在是中⽂字义消歧专家，请你从候选释义中选择字“⼲”在词“⼲着急”中的释义。
You are now an expert in Chinese character sense disambiguation, choose from candidate
senses the meaning of character “⼲” in word “⼲着急”.
候选释义： Candidate senses:

A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳 B. in vain
... ...
答案：B                         Answer:  B

你现在是中⽂字义消歧专家，从候选释义中选择 “⼲”在 “⼲着急”中的释义。
You are now an expert in Chinese character sense disambiguation, choose from candidate
senses the meaning of “⼲” in “⼲着急” .
候选释义： Candidate senses:

A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳 B. in vain
... ...
答案：B                         Answer:  B

作为中⽂字义消歧专家，请你从候选释义中选出字 “⼲”在词 “⼲着急”中的正确释义。
As an expert in Chinese character sense disambiguation, please choose from candidate
senses the correct meaning of character “⼲” in word “⼲着急” .
候选释义： Candidate senses:

A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳 B. in vain
... ...
答案：B                         Answer:  B

Figure 3: Prompts for Datasets II in the zero-shot
setting.

你现在是中⽂字义消歧专家，请你从候选释义中选择⽬标字在上下⽂中的释义。

You are now an expert in Chinese character sense disambiguation, choose from candidate
senses the meaning of target character in context.

⽬标字：⼲  Target character: ⼲
上下⽂：他⼀整天都在认真⼲活 Context: He has been working hard all day.

候选释义：  Candidate senses:

A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳 B. in vain
... ...
答案：A                         Answer:  A

你现在是中⽂字义消歧专家，请你从候选释义中选择#内的字在上下⽂中的释义。
You are now an expert in Chinese character sense disambiguation, choose from candidate
senses the meaning of character in # within context.
上下⽂：他⼀整天都在认真#⼲#活 Context: He has been #working# hard all day.

候选释义：  Candidate senses:

A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳 B. in vain
... ...
答案：A                         Answer:  A

请你从候选释义中选择#内的字在上下⽂中的释义。
Choose from candidate senses the meaning of character in # within context.
上下⽂：他⼀整天都在认真#⼲#活 Context: He has been #working# hard all day.

候选释义：  Candidate senses:

A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳 B. in vain
... ...
答案：A                         Answer:  A

Figure 4: Prompts for Datasets III in the zero-shot
setting.
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你现在是中⽂字义专家，判断⽬标字在汉语中是否有⽬标释义的含义，请回答是或否。

You are now an expert in Chinese character semantics, tell if target character in Chinese has 
the meaning of target sense, please answer Yes or No.

⽬标字：笑。 ⽬标释义：露出愉快的表情，发出欢喜的声⾳。

Target character: 笑. Target sense: Display a joyful expression and emit sounds of delight. 
答案：是 Answer: Yes

⽬标字：⾬。 ⽬标释义：空⽓流动的现象。⽓象学特指空⽓在⽔平⽅向的流动。

Target character: ⾬. Target sense: Air movement in meteorology. 
答案：否 Answer: No

⽬标字：⼲。 ⽬标释义：做事情。

Target character: ⼲. Target sense: Doing things. 
答案：是 Answer: Yes

你现在是中⽂字义专家，判断汉语中⽬标字是否可以被解释为⽬标释义，请回答是或否。

You are now an expert in Chinese character semantics, tell if target character in Chinese can 
be explained as target sense, please answer Yes or No.

⽬标字：笑。 ⽬标释义：露出愉快的表情，发出欢喜的声⾳。

Target character: 笑. Target sense: Display a joyful expression and emit sounds of delight. 
答案：是 Answer: Yes

⽬标字：⾬。 ⽬标释义：空⽓流动的现象。⽓象学特指空⽓在⽔平⽅向的流动。

Target character: ⾬. Target sense: Air movement in meteorology. 
答案：否 Answer: No

⽬标字：⼲。 ⽬标释义：做事情。

Target character: ⼲. Target sense: Doing things. 
答案：是 Answer: Yes

判断汉语中⽬标字是否有⽬标释义的含义，请回答是或否。

Tell if target character in Chinese has the meaning of target sense, please answer Yes or No.

⽬标字：笑。 ⽬标释义：露出愉快的表情，发出欢喜的声⾳。

Target character: 笑. Target sense: Display a joyful expression and emit sounds of delight. 
答案：是 Answer: Yes

⽬标字：⾬。 ⽬标释义：空⽓流动的现象。⽓象学特指空⽓在⽔平⽅向的流动。

Target character: ⾬. Target sense: Air movement in meteorology. 
答案：否 Answer: No

⽬标字：⼲。 ⽬标释义：做事情。

Target character: ⼲. Target sense: Doing things. 
答案：是 Answer: Yes

Figure 5: Prompts for Datasets I in the few-shot
setting.

你现在是中⽂字义消歧专家，请你从候选释义中选择⽬标字在⽬标词中的释义。

You are now an expert in Chinese character sense disambiguation, choose from candidate
senses the meaning of target character in target word.
⽬标词：候审 Target word:候审
⽬标字：侯 Target character:侯

候选释义： Candidate senses:
A. 详细；周密 A. detailed; thorough
B. 审查 B. review
... ...
答案：C Answer:  C

⽬标词：全称 Target word:全称
⽬标字：称 Target character:称

候选释义： Candidate senses:
A. 适合；相当 A. suitable; comparable
B. 名称 B. name
... ...
答案：B Answer:  B

⽬标词：⼲着急 Target word:⼲着急
⽬标字：⼲ Target character:⼲

候选释义： Candidate senses:
A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳  B. in vain
... ...
答案：B Answer:  B

请从候选释义中选择⽬标字在⽬标词中的释义。

Please choose from candidate senses the meaning of target character in target word.
⽬标词：候审 Target word:候审
⽬标字：侯 Target character:侯

候选释义： Candidate senses:
A. 详细；周密 A. detailed; thorough
B. 审查 B. review
... ...
答案：C Answer:  C

⽬标词：全称 Target word:全称
⽬标字：称 Target character:称

候选释义： Candidate senses:
A. 适合；相当 A. suitable; comparable
B. 名称 B. name
... ...
答案：B Answer:  B

⽬标词：⼲着急 Target word:⼲着急
⽬标字：⼲ Target character:⼲

候选释义： Candidate senses:
A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳  B. in vain
... ...
答案：B Answer:  B

请从候选释义中选择#内的字在⽬标词中的释义。
Please choose from candidate senses the meaning of target character in target word.
⽬标词：#候#审 Target word: #候#审

候选释义： Candidate senses:
A. 详细；周密 A. detailed; thorough
B. 审查 B. review
... ...
答案：C Answer:  C

⽬标词：全#称# Target word:全#称#

候选释义： Candidate senses:
A. 适合；相当 A. suitable; comparable
B. 名称 B. name
... ...
答案：B Answer:  B

⽬标词：#⼲#着急 Target word: #⼲#着急

候选释义： Candidate senses:
A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳  B. in vain
... ...
答案：B Answer:  B

Figure 6: Prompts for Datasets II in the few-shot
setting.
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请你从候选释义中选择⽬标字在上下⽂中的释义。

Please choose from candidate senses the meaning of target character in context.
⽬标字：视  Target character:视
上下⽂：中央巡视组反馈，多地存在超职数配副秘书⻓等问题。
Context: Central inspection reveals excessive deputy secretaries in several regions.

候选释义：  Candidate senses:

A. 看  A. looking at
B. 考察   B. inspect
... ...
答案：B Answer:  B

⽬标字：菜  Target character:菜
上下⽂：中国菜已经历数千年的发展历史。
Context: Chinese cuisine has a history of thousands of years.

候选释义：  Candidate senses:
A. 能做副⻝品的植物；蔬菜。 A. vegetable
B. 专指油菜。 B. rapeseed plant
... ...
答案：C Answer:  C

⽬标字：⼲ Target character:⼲
上下⽂：他⼀整天都在认真⼲活 Context: He has been working hard all day.

候选释义： Candidate senses:
A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳  B. in vain
... ...
答案：A Answer:  A

请你从候选释义中选择#内的字在上下⽂中的释义。
Please choose from candidate senses the meaning of character in # within context.
上下⽂：中央巡#视#组反馈，多地存在超职数配副秘书⻓等问题。
Context: Central #inspect#ion reveals excessive deputy secretaries in several regions.

候选释义：  Candidate senses:

A. 看  A. looking at
B. 考察   B. inspect
... ...
答案：B Answer:  B
上下⽂：中国#菜#已经历数千年的发展历史。
Context: Chinese #cuisine# has a history of thousands of years.

候选释义：  Candidate senses:
A. 能做副⻝品的植物；蔬菜。 A. vegetable
B. 专指油菜。 B. rapeseed plant
... ...
答案：C Answer:  C
上下⽂：他⼀整天都在认真#⼲#活 Context: He has been #working# hard all day.

候选释义： Candidate senses:
A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳  B. in vain
... ...
答案：A Answer:  A

你现在是中⽂字义消歧专家，请你从候选释义中选择#内的字在上下⽂中的释义。
You are now an expert in Chinese character sense disambiguation, choose from candidate
senses the meaning of character in # within context.
上下⽂：中央巡#视#组反馈，多地存在超职数配副秘书⻓等问题。
Context: Central #inspect#ion reveals excessive deputy secretaries in several regions.

候选释义：  Candidate senses:

A. 看  A. looking at
B. 考察   B. inspect
... ...
答案：B Answer:  B
上下⽂：中国#菜#已经历数千年的发展历史。
Context: Chinese #cuisine# has a history of thousands of years.

候选释义：  Candidate senses:
A. 能做副⻝品的植物；蔬菜。 A. vegetable
B. 专指油菜。 B. rapeseed plant
... ...
答案：C Answer:  C
上下⽂：他⼀整天都在认真#⼲#活 Context: He has been #working# hard all day.

候选释义： Candidate senses:
A. 做事情 A. doing things
B. ⽆效；徒劳  B. in vain
... ...
答案：A Answer:  A

Figure 7: Prompts for Datasets III in the few-shot
setting.
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